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New Single Pole Power Connector from Amphenol Sets the Standard for
Reliability and Durability of Solar Connectors
Amphe-PV H4 Plus is UL and IEC certified for use in 1500V PV systems
Technical Specifications
• RADSOK technology
• Maximum operating temperature of 120˚C
• Secure cable sealing with ratcheting lock feature
• Moisture resistant
• Dual-certified at 1500V DC to UL 6703 and IEC 62852
• Accepts wire gauges from 14 AWG/2.5mm2 to 8 AWG/10.0mm2
• IP68 rating 24 hours at 1 meter
Endicott, N.Y. January 2022 – Amphenol Industrial Sustainable Technologies, a global
leader in interconnect systems, now offers a single pole power connector that is
designed to exceed the performance of the UTX and H4 family of PV connectors. The
Amphe-PV H4 Plus is dual-certified at 1500V DC to UL 6703 and IEC 62852.

Designed for use in photovoltaic PV modules, inverters and installations, these robustly
constructed connectors are reliable, durable and stable over their lifetime.

The Amphe-PV H4 Plus offers robust thermal shock performance three times above
that of UL requirements; exceeds UL dry heat and damp heat exposure requirements by
two times above UL requirements; and surpasses UL humidity and freeze thermal
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cycling robustness requirements by three times above UL requirements, making them
extremely robust in the field.
These new solar connectors use Amphenol’s patented RADSOK technology to achieve
higher current ratings, as well as to lower temperature rise and contact resistance, as
compared to other contact methods on the market.

The Amphe-PV H4 Plus features a ratcheting cable gland that prevents backspin after
termination. It is designed with an enhanced sealing grommet and internal collet for
better wet leakage performance and cable retention. The unit’s innovative sealing
structure offers stable protection and IP68 (24 hours at 1 meter) performance.

Constructed of high-performance polymer material to ensure long-term stability, this
connector has an ambient temperature range of 40˚C to +85˚C, and upper limiting
temperature of 120˚C. It is chemical resistant and has low moisture absorption. It
accepts wire gauges from 14 AWG/2.5mm2 to 8 AWG/10mm2.

For more information, please visit http://www.amphenol-industrial.com or e-mail
epotter@amphenol-aio.com.
Follow us: https://twitter.com/AmphenolAIO
Get our updates: https://www.linkedin.com/company/amphenol-industrial
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READER SERVICE INQUIRIES: Please forward all reader service inquiries to Eric
Potter at Amphenol Industrial Sustainable Technologies, 20 Valley Street, Endwell, NY
13760-3600; e-mail: epotter@amphenol-aio.com; Web: www.amphenol-industrial.com.
EDITOR’S NOTE:
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Amphenol Industrial Sustainable Technologies (AIST) provides a full range of high
reliability power connectors and interconnection systems for the sustainable energy
market. AIST is a leading supplier of PV products and solutions with a primary focus on
solar connectors and junction boxes.
Amphenol Industrial Sustainable Technologies is a division of Amphenol Corporation,
Wallingford, CT. It is one of the largest manufacturers of interconnect products in the
world, with year 2020 sales topping $8.6 billion.

